
Applied Statistics 
ProblemSet Solution and Discussion

“Statistics is merely a quantisation of common sense”

Troels C. Petersen (NBI)
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Problem 1.2



Problem 1.3

Independent (?), N large, p small (both possibly varying): Poisson
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Independent (?), N large, p small (both possibly varying): Poisson



Typical mistakes
Problem 1.1:
- Not including 26 in the second problem
- Rounding N to 50, 51, 52, 55 etc

Problem 1.2:
- One-sided gaussian integral 
- Misinterpretation of the question, e.g. giving P(x<2.5) and P(x<1.25) without 
subtracting them.

Problem 1.3:
- Distribution identified as binomial or gaussian, with or without explanation
- Distribution identified as poissonian, but with missing or wrong explanation
- Forgetting to include 8 in calculation
- Fixing the result as lambda=4+/-2 days, using the squared root of lambda as 
uncertainty on mean.
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Problem 2.1
Some rejected points among
those without uncertainties!



Typical mistakes
Problem 2.1:
– Wrong uncertainty on dataset2: Forgetting to divide rms by squared(N).
– For measurements without uncertainties, using error on mean for distance 

and rejection.
– Noting that problem is “low statistics” in case with uncertainties!
– Wrong uncertainty on weighted mean and no chi2 test for weighted mean
– Not excluding first point of dataset1, either because chi2 test missing or  

      because they are "not a fan" of this approach
– Forgetting to discuss precision
– Not combining the two datasets, after excluding the first point.
– Combining in weighted average, but forgetting to chi2 test
– Combining without excluding first datapoint, even if the chi2 test had failed
– Not giving a final, unique estimation of the depth
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Problem 2.2

As it turns out, the results
are not entirely Gaussian.



Problem 3.1

Calculating the mean (and even
plotting it), it is always healthy
to consider, if this is reasonable!



Problem 3.1
Most fitted nicely with a Chi2 fit, and most commented on low statistics.



Problem 3.1
Most fitted nicely with a Chi2 fit, and most commented on low statistics.

Careful… 



Problem 3.1
Good simple solution.



Problem 3.1
Great advanced solution.
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Problem 4.1
Great solution, but
figure hard to read



Problem 4.1

Good figure, and there is 
ample statistics in each bin 
for a ChiSquare test (after 
scaling one histogram).
KS-test also OK, though data 
in principle needs to be 
continuous.



Problem 4.1

Good figure, and there is 
ample statistics in each bin 
for a ChiSquare test (after 
scaling one histogram).
KS-test also OK, though data 
in principle needs to be 
continuous.

Quantify, please…



Useful plot?



Problem 4.1

Dividing into sunset (top) and
sunrise (bottom), fitting each

part separately based on means
with uncertainty of points in bin.

GREAT!

The linear correlation is 0.024, which is small. But that does not exclude (co)relations…



Problem 4.1

Dividing into sunset (top) and
sunrise (bottom), fitting each

part separately based on means
with uncertainty of points in bin.

GREAT!

The linear correlation is 0.024, which is small. But that does not exclude (co)relations…

Note how New Years eve/morning ruin bottom fit!



Problem 4.1
The weekly distribution is clearly not flat. Considering Monday-Thursday, it is
on the verge of being it. A simple Chi2 fit is the solution…  p-value = 0.022



Typical problems
Problem 4.1:
1. Not enough error bars on fitted data. Really tough to judge ChiSquare 

without the whole picture!
2. Some very advanced (although not necessarily fruitful) fitting to the 2d 

histograms - nice!
3. Lots of weird p-values
4. Lots of folks made one draw from a uniform distribution and then argued 

with a single Pearson ChiSquare for the constancy of the observations 
without commentary on the method. Very few did the fit for a constant value.

5. Uninformative plots
6. Some folks accepted hypothesis outright, instead of "rejecting the null” — 

didn’t penalise this.
7. Not enough plots to argue from, in general.
8. If they plotted the 2d histogram (or even scatterplot), then they usually got 

the pcorr ok.



Problem 4.2

It looks like a good match
with p = 1/3 Binomial, but…



Problem 4.2

…the match is terrible!

p(5 & 6) = 0.3376 ± 0.0008,
which is 5.1 sigma from 1/3



Problem 4.2



Problem 4.2

What is “non-statistical”/weird
use of Binomial distribution
in this (otherwise beautiful) fit?

Weldon’s Dices…. made 
“famous”, because he 
wrote about it in a letter 
to Francis Galton.



Typical problems
Problem 4.2:
1 Many people had n and N as free parameters next to p in the binomial fit, 

while these should be fixed because the number of dices and throws is 
known. This gave them a different value for p (0.335 +/- 0.005), which is less 
in tension with 1/3.

2 Many didn't quote errors on p, and just concluded that it was similar to 1/3.
3 A lot of people that used the KS test got a wrong value. Many got a p-value 

of 1. Not sure what went wrong there.
4 I also found that a lot of people interpreted the question slightly differently. 

For the second point, they just calculated whether a binomial in general was 
a good fit, not one specifically with p=1/3. And for the third point, they 
tested a Gaussian and Poisson as alternative hypotheses. Some people also 
didn't understand what was meant by "determine the probability for a 5 or a 
6”.

  5   Thinking Poisson because of 26306 repetitions!
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Problem 5.1
While one can try to subtract the 
background, it is best simply to fit 
for it.
Advanced fits like these are nice, 
but it can be done with three 
separate fits, as the peaks a very 
independent.



Problem 5.1 - 3 Gaussians…
Why will a fit using
3 Gaussians not fit
the third peak?



Problem 5.1 - No fit solution!
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Problem 5.1

The peak is significant:
N / sigma(N) = 6 std.

Careful with the binning:
• Too fine: Too low bin stat for Chi2.
• Too coarse: Peak features lost.
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Problem 5.1 - inspiration



“Doing statistic problems during the entire night is like partying.
  You can't stop yourself, but the next day you feel miserably…”

[End of an exam solution] 



Comment on code sharing!
Out of interest, we ran Moss (Measure Of Software Similarity) 
on your code, which is an automatic system for determining the 
similarity of programs (e.g. detecting plagiarism in programs).

Don’t worry - nothing suspicious was found. Thank you!
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Your results….





Problem 2.1 (tumor depth):
This is essentially the TableMeasurement problem (with less statistics). Especially the measurements without
uncertainties gave rise to problems.

Problem 3.1.4 (generating numbers):
Fitting the 500 numbers gave rise to bins with low statistics (unless you binned coarsely!).

Problem 4.2 (Weldon’s dice):
It was clear to most, that this was Binomial, but realising that the dice are not exactly fair was harder!
Simply plotting (even without errors) was NOT enough. p(5+6) = 0.3378 +- 0.0008, which is >5σ from 1/3.

Problem 5.1 (Gamma spectrum):
The second problem on the ratios required proper error propagation, which few did.
The fourth problem on the peak resolution (i.e. fitted widths) was a matter of comparing them (ChiSquare).
The last problem is harder, as a “general open search” is less textbook and more reality!
• There was a double peak barely significant.
• There was a change in the background level.


